
MATH 141A - MATHEMATICAL LOGIC I, FALL 2018

ASSIGNMENT 4

Due Friday, October 5 at the beginning of class (please submit your
assignment on Canvas). Make sure to include your full name and the list of your
collaborators (if any) with your assignment. You may discuss problems with others,
but you may not keep a written record of your discussions. Please refer to the
syllabus for details.

With regards to answering these problems, imagine that you are writing an
answer to teach someone else in the class how to do the problem. In particular, you
must give a complete outline for how you arrived at your answer. It is not sufficient
to simply state a number or formula without providing the steps and reasoning that
you used to produce the answer.

(1) A formula f is said to be in prenex form if all its quantifiers occur at the
beginning. That is, f is of the form Q0x0Q1x1 . . . Qn−1xn−1g, where each
xi is a variable, each Qi is either ∀ or ∃, and g is a quantifier-free formula.

Prove that any formula is equivalent to a formula in prenex form.
You may follow the sketch of the proof given on p. 23 in Poizat, but give

the details by proceeding by induction on the complexity of the formula;
you can use without proofs the equivalences listed on p. 20 and p. 21 of
Poizat. Also pay attention to the difference between “almost equivalent”
and “equivalent” outlined on p. 22.

(2) A quantifier-free formula f is said to be in disjunctive form if it is of the
form

∨
i<n fi, where each fi is of the form

∧
j<ni

fi,j , and fi,j is either
atomic or the negation of an atomic formula.

Prove that any quantifier-free formula is equivalent to a quantifier-free
formula in disjunctive form.

(3) Recall that a theory T (in the language of an m-ary relation) is called
complete if f ∈ T or ¬f ∈ T for any sentence f in the language of an m-ary
relation.

Assume T is a theory. Prove that T is complete if and only if any two
models of T are elementarily equivalent.

(4) Recall that we call a consistent set of sentences A complete if its set TA of
consequences is complete.
(a) Give a set of axioms (in the language for a binary relation) whose

models are exactly the graphs (that is, the irreflexive and symmetric
relations).

(b) Give a set of axioms (in the language for a binary relation) whose
models are exactly the generic graphs (see the previous problem set).

(c) Prove that any set of axioms whose models are exactly the generic
graphs must be complete.

(5) For an m-ary relation R with universe E which is a restriction of a relation
R′ with universe E′, we say that R′ is an elementary extension of R (written
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(E,R) � (E′, R′), or just R � R′), if for any tuple ā from E and any formula
f(x̄), R |= f(ā) if and only if R′ |= f(ā).
(a) Assume that R is an m-ary relation with universe E, R′ is a relation

with universe E′, and R is a restriction of R′. Prove that the following
are equivalent:

(i) For any tuple ā from E, (ā, R) ∼ω (ā, R′)
(ii) R � R′.

(note that the first item is the definition of elementary extension given
on p. 4 of Poizat).

(b) Prove that (N, <) 6� ({−1} ∪ N, <), but (N, <) and ({−1} ∪ N, <) are
elementarily equivalent.

(c) Prove that (Q, <) � (R, <) and (Z, <) � (Z, <) + (Z, <). Hint: use
Poizat’s equivalent definition.


